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Cut the Corporate Tax Rate? You’ve got to be Kidding.
Donald Trump has proposed
cutting the corporate tax rate
from the current 35% to 15%.
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First off...we have cut the
corporate tax rate. It was
over 50% for the 1950’s
through 1970 or so. It was
lowered in the 70’s. We cut
it down to about the current
35% in the 1980’s. So, right
off the bat, that begs the
question, is it working?
Well, in 1960 a single income
could buy a house and raise a
family...anyone do that now?
Secondly, while businesses
like to complain about how
high corporate taxes are in
the US and how our 35% is
higher than other developed
nations, it is important to note

the difference between the
stated corporate tax rate and
the effective corporate tax
rate (what they actually pay).
Our effective rate is around
27%, a bit lower than the
OECD average.
Third...many US corporations
are fond of hiding their profits
overseas or offshore, where
they pay 0% in US taxes.
Apple has about $200 billion
holed away. Pfizer has $193
billion. The top 10 taxavoiding companies currently
have close to $1 trillion in
profits avoiding US taxes.
Lastly, while corporate profits
have climbed astronomically,
their percentage of our total
tax burden has plummeted.

Corporate taxes made up
about 35% of our total federal
tax receipts in 1955, they
make up only about 10% today. During the same time,
corporate profits after tax
have risen from about $22
billion to $1.75 trillion.
Even noted conservative
economist Ben Stein recently
disagreed with the plan, saying, “Well, I don’t think Mr.
Trump’s plan is going to work
very well...the evidence that
tax cuts stimulate business in
any kind of meaningful
way...is extremely poor.”
Cutting corporate taxes hasn’t
worked so far...and it won’t
do us any good now either.

Nabisco Moving Oreo Bakery to Mexico
Last summer, Nabisco announced that instead of
spending money to upgrade
its facility in the Chicago
area, it would instead move
that production of Oreo cookies to Mexico.
The move eliminated 600 or
so well-paying jobs at the
facility. The majority of
those being laid off are union
workers, members of either
the Bakers union or IUOE
Local 399.
Oreos are made by Nabisco
and Nabisco is owned by
Mondelez International.
Never heard of Mondelez?
Don’t worry, many people
have not. It is one of the
dozen or so huge multinational conglomerates that
own most major food brands

that you see in the grocery
store. In addition to Oreos,
Mondelez owns brands that
make Velveeta, Maxwell
House, Toblerone, Ritz, Premium Crackers, Wheat Thins,
Snackwells, Chips Ahoy, Fig
Newtons, Nutter Butters,
Cadbury, Philadelphia Crème
Cheese, and Trident
Gum...among many, many
others.
The company brings in about
$30 billion per year. It’s
CEO, Irene Rosenfeld, was
awarded almost $20 million
in 2015 in total compensation...about 534 times what
the average US worker made.
Rosenfeld defended the decision to move the jobs to Mexico, saying, “We are a global
company. We compete in 165

countries around the world.
And continuing to focus on
efficiency and productivity is
essential to our ability to
create value for our shareholders.”
The Chicago southside bakery has been open since the
1950’s. In 1993 it was given
millions in city and state tax
savings to assist with a 10year upgrade to the facility.
At that time, it was the
world’s largest bakery, with
about 2,400 workers.
The Baker’s union is advocating for a boycott of Mexican
made Mondelez products.
You can find out more on
how to spot those at
www.fightforamericanjobs.org.
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Gas Prices Falling Again
For the second straight year,
gasoline prices are expected
to dip below $2 per gallon by
the holiday season.

Gentlemen, your
average working
man is not stupid.
He just gets tired Ruben Warshowsky,
organizer in
Norma Rae

I can hire one
half of the
working class to
kill the other Gilded Age
Railroad Tycoon,
Jay Gould.

July saw the nationwide average fall to a 16-week low of
$2.26 per gallon and it is expected to continue falling
through the end of the year as
supplies rise.
The Energy Information Administration said that high
production has led to record
highs in inventories for this

time of the year.
Last December the national
average fell below $2 and the
previous winter it was close
to that mark.
In addition to increased inventory, demand falls off later
in the summer and refineries
are allowed to swap out some
of their production components to cheaper stock this
time of year, which can provide some cost savings at the
pump.

Likewise, Brent crude oil has
not recovered its price from a
high of $110 per barrel in
June 2014. Though it has
risen to about $45 per barrel,
up from a low of $26 in January. The moderate increase
has allowed some drillers to
bring their rigs back online.
It is forecasted that crude oil
prices might rise in late 2017
and production will increase
as well.

Good for Businesses but Bad for Workers?
Businesses seem quick to
oppose unions for their workers, yet most businesses belong to a variety of
“associations”. Likewise,
while we do not normally
think of lawyers and real estate agents as belonging to a
union...they usually belong to
“associations” as well. We’d
like to take a look at these
examples.
The largest industrial trade
association in the US is the
National Association of Manufacturers (NAM). According to their website, they “are
on the front lines of a wide
range of policy battles, from
health care reform and labor
relations to energy and the
environment, to trade policy
and taxes”.
The US Chamber of Commerce represents 3 million

member businesses. According to OpenSecrets.org, the
US Chamber has spent more
money (close to $23 million
so far) on lobbying in 2016
than any other organization.
In the last two years, they’ve
spent over $100,000,000 on
lobbying.
One wonders how much they
spent informing workers of
their right to form their own
organizations?
Likewise, we are sure you
have heard of the American
Bar Association and the National Association of Realtors.
The Bar Association represents 400,000 members. It
seeks to support the legal
profession though “practical
resources for legal professionals” and “accrediting law
schools”, among other
things.

The National Association of
Realtors is “America's largest
trade association”. According to their website, the core
mission is “to help its members become more profitable
and successful”.
By the way, Open Secrets
currently lists the Realtors
Association as #2 for lobbying money spent in 2016 so
far (about $12,000,000).
Hmm...so the NAM, Chamber of Commerce, the Bar
Association and the National
Association of Realtors all
have members...those members pay dues...and the organizations work to advance the
interests of said members?
So... good for businesses,
lawyers, and real estate agents
but bad for working people?

ExxonMobile Beaumont Expanding
ExxonMobil is planning to
increase production of ultralow sulfur diesel and gasoline
by 40,000 barrels per day at
its Beaumont refinery.
This is in addition to the already announced 20,000 BPD
expansion. The total expansions will increase production
from 345,000 barrels per day
to 405,000 and will make the
Beaumont facility the 8th
largest refinery in the United

States.
The expansion centers around
meeting the tightening federal
clean-air limits. They will
build a selective cat naphta
hydrofining unit that will use
a proprietary catalysts system
(called SCANFiling) to remove Sulphur while minimizing octane loss.
The expansion is expected to
create about 700 construction
jobs. Bechtel has been

awarded the contract for the
project. They have already
begun the design work and
plan on starting construction
this year and finishing up in
2018.
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Weingarten Rights
In the 1975 US Supreme
Court case NLRB v. J.
Weingarten, the court ruled
that employees have a right to
union representation at any
workplace investigatory interview.
This benefit to union members became known as
“Weingarten Rights”.
There are a few rules you
should be aware of when it
comes to exercising this right
as a union member. First,
you must make a clear request for union representation
before or during the interview. Your employer is not
allowed to take any negative
action against you for making
this request.

After your make your request
for a union representative,
your employer can do one of
three things: grant the request
and wait for a union rep to
arrive before continuing the
interview, deny the request
and stop the interview immediately or give you a choice
between continuing the interview without a union rep or
ending the interview.
If your employer decides not
to allow a union representative to be present and they
continue to ask you questions,
they are committing an unfair
labor practice and you have
the right to refuse to answer
any questions. Again, your
employer is not allowed to
discipline you for your refusal

under these circumstances.
Some union members even
carry what is known as a
“Weingarten Card” that they
can give to or read to management to assert their rights.
An example might read: “If this
discussion could in any way
lead to my being disciplined or
terminated, or affect my personal working conditions, I respectfully request that my union
representative or steward be
present at the meeting. Without
representation, I choose not to
answer any questions”.
Weingarten Rights - just another benefit of forming a union at
your workplace.

$100 Million Project Near Dallas
Charles Schwab Corp. recently announced their intention
to build a $100 million campus in Westlake, TX. Plans
include 500,000 square feet
of commercial office space
on 70 acres along Highway
114. This project will be part
of the Circle T Ranch mixed
use development being built
by Hillwood and The Howard
Hughes Corp.
They anticipate 1,200 jobs
will be created when it is
finished.
Charles Schwab VP Dennis
Howard said they will be
recruiting local residents for
employment.

“Like Austin, where we already have approximately
1,500 employees, and El
Paso, where we are building
our presence, the Dallas/Fort
Worth area is an important
location for Schwab to better
serve our clients. We look
forward to significantly expanding our footprint there
over the coming years.”
Schwab is getting $6 million
from the Texas Enterprise
Grant and $1.3 million in
property tax abatement savings and sales tax refunds
over the next 10 years.

location of its new campus,”
said Westlake Mayor Laura
Wheat. “The Charles Schwab
Corporation is certain to be an
integral piece of the financial
services cluster coming together
in Westlake and along the State
Highway 114 corridor.”.
They expect construction to
start in the second half of 2017
and continue into 2019.
Schwab has 330 total offices
and 10 million open brokerage
accounts, 1.6 million corporate
retirement accounts, 1.1 million
banking accounts and $2.62
trillion in client assets.

“Westlake is delighted that
the Charles Schwab Corporation has selected us as the

IUOE and the Job Corp Program
The Job Corps program is a
no-cost educational and vocational training program put
on by the US DOL. Since
1964, the program has sought
to provide young people aged
16-24 with the skills necessary to find meaningful jobs.
They currently train over
60,000 students nationwide
each year.

the Jobs Corp program for
over 45 years. At 10 locations around the United
States, IUOE local union
members have provided
skills training for thousands
of Jobs Corp students in the
fields of heavy equipment
operator, heavy equipment
mechanic, stationary engineering and asphalt paving.

The IUOE has participated in

Many of the students who’ve

received training through the
Jobs Corp program decide to
become IUOE members and
find well-paying jobs with signatory contractors.
The program generally requires
1 year to complete, and students
may be able to continue with an
IUOE Apprenticeship after.
For more info - search for “Job
Corp” on iuoe.org.

The most perfect political community is
one in which the
middle class is in
control, and outnumbers both of the other classes - Aristotle
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Trump Hotel Settles a Labor Complaint

Benefits represent
being able to go to
the doctor with the
kids without being
bankrupt and in
debt - Miguel
Funes, Las Vegas

Two employees of Trump
International’s Hotel in Las
Vegas were recently given
$11,200 in back pay due to a
complaint filed on their behalf by the Culinary Worker’s
Local Union 226.
The complaint was generated
by the National Labor Relations Board and alleged that
Trump International fired one
worker and denied a transfer
to full-time status to the other
worker due to their vocal
support for the labor union.
This is part of an ongoing
effort by the workers at the
property to exercise their
rights to form a union. Back
in December of 2015, about
500 workers at the resort vot-

ed to join the Culinary
Workers Local 226 and
Bartenders Union Local 165
(both part of Unite Here).
Since the election, the hotel
management has refused to
negotiate, claiming that the
election was rigged.
The union and many of the
housekeepers, cooks, and
waiters who voted to join,
have been holding regular
rallies outside the hotel,
demanding that Trump and
his hotel recognize the new
units and agree to begin the
negotiation process.
One of the employees, Miguel Funes works at both
the Trump Hotel and the
unionized Mandalay Bay.

He described the differences
between the two properties.
“$9.11 [an hour] at Trump
and Mandalay Bay is
$13.81, plus benefits. Benefits represents being able to
go to the doctor with the
kids without being bankrupt
and in debt. “
(at Trump Hotel) “No
lunchtime. You’re able to
take your 30-minutes break,
and you have to clock out,
out of the system. So they
don’t pay you for that.
When you come back, you
clock in again. Punch out
and punch in.”
Is it any wonder why these
workers are willing to fight
for their right to a union?

Project Financing Lined up for Bakken Pipeline
A partnership between Energy
Transfer Partners, Sunoco
Logistics Partners and Phillips
66 has announced the successful completion of project level
financing for the Dakota Access Pipeline and the Energy
Transfer Crude Oil Pipeline,
known together as “The
Bakken Pipeline”.
This $2.5 billion facility is
expected to provide substantially all of the remaining capital necessary to finish the

pipelines. The total cost was
estimated to be $3.7 billion.
Construction began in May
and is expected to finish by
the end of this year.
Once finished, the pipelines
are expected to transport over
470,000 barrels per day of
crude oil from the Bakken/
Three Forks production areas
in North Dakota to markets in
the Midwest. From refineries
in the Midwest, products can
be transported to the east and

gulf coasts.
The route for the 1,134
mile underground pipeline
will travel from North Dakota southeast through
South Dakota, Iowa and
into Illinois.
The project was granted
the use of eminent domain
in March of 2016. The
same month they said it
had secured voluntary
easements in 82 percent of
Iowa land needed.

Tyson Foods Fined $263K in Texas
The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration announced in mid-August that
they were fining Tyson Foods
Inc. $263,498 for exposing
workers to amputation, chemical, fall and fire hazards.
The inspection found 2 repeat
and 15 serious violations following an accident where an
employee lost a finger. The
violations include failing to
ensure proper safety guards
are in place on machines, carbon dioxide levels higher than
allowed, not providing the
correct personal protective

equipment and not providing
training for employees who
use potentially harmful chemicals.
The repeated violations stem
from Tyson not ensuring that
employees wear the appropriate eye and face protection.
Inspectors also noted slip and
fall hazards, improper drainage, tripping hazards and fire
danger.
Tyson is headquartered in
Arkansas and is the world’s
largest meat and poultry processing company.

Tyson is no stranger to
issues and controversy. In
2001, the company had
multiple employees indicted for conspiring to smuggle undocumented workers
into the country to work in
processing plants. Two
made plea deals and three
were acquitted.
The company has also
faced class-action and
RICO lawsuits regarding
it’s hiring of undocumented immigrants and paying
them substandard wages.
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TPWD Graduates 46 Game Wardens and Park Officers
After seven months of rigorous training, the 60th Texas
game warden cadet class
graduated today at the Texas
State Capitol. The cadet class
includes 41 game warden
cadets and five state park
police officers.
This is the second cadet class
with state park police officers
training and graduating
alongside state game wardens
after the two academies were
combined last year.
Following their preparation at
the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department Game Warden
Training Center in Hamilton
County, the newlycommissioned peace officers
were recognized during a
special ceremony this morning at the Texas State Capitol.
“Today, you are joining a
select group of men and women who put their lives on the
line each and every day to
protect our state’s lands,
waters, borders, fish, game,
environment, property and
our lives,” said TPWD Executive Director Carter Smith.

“The people of Texas will expect you to be pillars of
strength and leadership, resolute in character and virtue,
fair beyond reproach and unfailing in response in times of
disaster and duress. And, when
you are called for help, day or
night, weekday or weekend,
irrespective of the need or the
cause or the caller for help,
you will go and you will go
dutifully.”

to the visitors and users of state
parks and help enforce laws
within their local jurisdictions.

The graduates will begin their
new careers stationed in counties and state parks throughout
the state.

All graduates met the statemandated requirements for
peace officer certification,
including criminal and constitutional law, firearms, selfdefense, use of force, defensive
driving, arrest, search and seizure, ethics and first aid.

The duties of a Texas game
warden include the enforcement of all state laws, but primarily hunting, fishing and
water safety regulations. As
fully commissioned peace
officers, they respond to emergencies, assist other law enforcement agencies and work
to educate the public about
conservation issues.
State park police, also commissioned peace officers, provide law enforcement services

“We have tremendous confidence in the men and women
commissioned and believe they
will serve the people of Texas
with great distinction,” said
Texas State Parks Director
Brent Leisure. “These new
officers have proven themselves worthy and prepared for
the demands they will face."

The new wardens and park
police are joining the 493
game wardens and 170 park
police officers currently in the
field and will help enforce
TPWD regulations and carry
the department’s high standards to every corner of the
state.
More at tpwd.texas.gov.

Oklahoma Legislature Working on Feral Hog Problem
Feral hog populations have
been found in all 77 counties
in Oklahoma. The state estimates there are between
400,000 and 1.6 million at
any given time.

warden. However, that bill was
vetoed by Governor Fallin, who
thought it might create public
safety issues. She instead issued
an order allowing landowners
and people with landowner perUnfortunately, the wild hogs mission to shoot the hogs at night
can cause widespread damage on private land with a state issued permit.
to crops and may contribute
to disease in the state pork
The current legislative effort
and cattle industries. The
seeks to have a study done to
Samuel Roberts Nobel Foun- provide education for house
dation estimates that about
members on the problems caused
$1.5 billion in damage hapby the feral hog population.
pened nationwide last year.
It seems like trapping may be the
Last year, the OK legislature most effective measure in Oklapassed a bill to allow people
homa, at least according to Repto hunt the animals, day or
resentative Brian Renegar.
night, on public or private
“In fact the only effective measland, with no license and
ure we have in place to control
without notifying a game

feral hog populations is the
network of trappers who
transport feral hogs to these
licensed facilities to be killed
by hunters,” said Representative Renegar.
“I’ve been hunting at night,
early in the morning, and you
may get a shot at one or two
in a group and they scatter
and go all over on your
neighbors. Trapping you can
get 25 in one location at one
time.”
Owners of hunting preserves
usually pay about $100 per
head for each wild hog released on their properties.

Humans pull together in an odd
way when they're
in the wilderness.
It's astonishing
how few people
litter and how
much they help
one another Nicholas Kristof,
NYTimes Writer
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Great Labor Related Movies

The issue is jobs.
You can't get
away from it:
jobs. Having a
buck or two in
your pocket and
feeling like somebody Studs Terkel

There have been a number of
really good movies with
themes that centered on unions and the US Labor Movement. Some of them are fairly mainstream and include
superstar casts and some are
lesser known gems.
One of the best all around
movies on the list is Norma
Rae. Sally Field won the
1979 Academy Award for
Best Actress in her title role
and the film was added to the
National Film Registry of the
Library of Congress in 2011.
Norma Rae is the story of a
textile factory in North Carolina and the workers’ struggle
to form a union. The climax
of the movie comes when
Norma Rae is being pressured
to leave the facility by management and she instead
climbs up on a table with a
hand-written “UNION” sign.
It is a great scene and an allaround good movie.
Another popular film with a
big-name cast is the 1992
Hoffa. Directed by and costarring Danny DeVito, Hoffa
is the “based on a true story”
telling of James R. Hoffa’s
rise to the presidency of the
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. Jack Nicholson
played Jimmy Hoffa and received widely mixed reviews.

He won a Golden
Globe...and got nominated
for a Worst Actor “Razzie”
award. DeVito was also
nominated for Worst Director. Hoffa was nominated
for two Oscar awards and
the Golden Bear (highest
award) at the Berlin International Film Festival.
The story definitely didn’t
sugarcoat Hoffa’s rise to the
IBT’s highest position as it
told a story of mafia influence and occasional intimidation. The movie does
have Nicholson providing a
great quote though - “Never
let a stranger in your cab, in
your house, or in your
heart...unless he is a friend
of labor. “
A somewhat lesser known
film, but just as good as the
first two, is 1987s Matewan.
Staring Chris Cooper and
James Earl Jones (great
character called “Few
Clothes Johnson”), Matewan
is set in a 1920’s West Virginia coal town. Like Norma Rae, the story centers on
an organizing effort at the
coal mine. The company
threatens to replace all
workers who join the union
with African American and
Italian American

“scabs”...but things don’t
work out as planned as Few
Clothes Johnson joins sides
with the union.
Matewan is a great telling of
the early struggles of the
United Mine Workers union
and the coal miners who
took on the huge companies.
It shows the tyranny of the
“company town” and the
true-to- life violence perpetrated by the coal mines
against the workers.
Lastly, you should check out
1954’s On the Waterfront.
Though, this movie definitely does not provide a glowing endorsement of unions,
Marlon Brando’s portrayal
of a dockworker fighting
against a corrupt Longshoremen’s local union is
amazing.
The film won Oscars for
Best Picture, Director, Actor, Screenplay, Supporting
Actress, Art Direction, Cinematography, and Film Editing. It is ranked #8 on
AFI’s top 100 movies of all
time. Yeah, it is that good.
There are many more great
labor related films...though
it is about time for another
major one. Anyone got
Martin Scorsese's number?

Western Refining Investing $145 Million in St. Paul Area Refinery
Toward the end of last year,
El Paso based Western Refining completed their acquisition of Northern Tier. As part
of that merger, Western took
ownership of a 90,500 barrel
per day refinery in St Paul,
MN.
It was announced previously
that Western was going to put
$100 million into the facility
and in early August they said
they were pumping in another
$45 million for a third-quarter
turnaround.
According to Western, 9001,000 outside contractors will

be utilized for the maintenance and renovation project
and it will have the refinery
down for about 45 days.
The previously announced
$100 million will provide
upgrades to the refinery
aimed at increasing production and improving the facilities ability to process crude
oil from the Bakken in
North Dakota.
Western’s acquisition of
Northern Tier actually started back in 2013 when they
purchased the general partnership interest in the com-

pany and 38% of the limited
partnership interests. In
June of this year, Western
spent $1.5 billion to complete the purchase.
They also own Super America’s retail gas business
which has been a longtime
customer of the St. Paul
Park Refinery.
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$1 Million Plus in Back Pay for Senate Cafeteria Workers
674 workers in the US Capital’s food services will get
checks for about $1500 each
in back pay. The worker’s
were misclassified by their
employer into lower-paying
job titles and were required to
work before clocking in.
David Weil, head of the Labor Department’s Wage and
Hour Division, said, “Federal
Contractors have a legal obligation to follow the letter of
the law, especially when it
comes to paying their workers. Workers in the restaurant industry are among the
lowest paid workers in our
economy. Most struggle to
afford life’s basic expenses
and pay their bills; they
shouldn't have to deal with
paychecks that don’t accurately reflect their hard work
and the wages to which they
are legally entitled.”
Additionally, the workers had

been involved in a union
organizing drive last year
and won a raise in their new
contract, however many
workers were not given that
raise.
Sam Souccar, a Restaurant
Associates executive (the
company who hired the
subcontractor) said that they
had “worked diligently”
with the USDOL and that
the problems were caused
by “administrative technicalities related to our associates’ evolving day-to-day
work responsibilities.”
While Restaurant Associates
has agreed to make the employees whole, it is yet to be
seen if the DOL will bar the
contractor and its subcontractors from winning further federal contracts.
Good Jobs Nation’s Director, Joseph Geevarghese

hailed the findings, but noted
that there is more work to be
done.
“If federal contractors feel free
to break federal law right under
the noses of lawmakers, they
probably feel free to violate the
rights of workers all across
America. While the Labor Department should be commended
for acting quickly to remedy
wage theft at the US Capital and
Senate, the truth is that the
agency does not have enough
resources to investigate every
federal contractor in the US.”
Instead of chasing bad contractors, Mr. Geevarghese advocated for the US Government to
instead just insist on contracting
with known employers who pay
good wages and recognize
workers’ right to form a union.

Biggest Employers in Texas
When most people think of
Texas business, they probably
envision oil and gas companies (or maybe boot stores?).
However, it might surprise
many to find out that while
ExxonMobil, Phillips 66, and
ConocoPhillips are among the
largest companies headquartered in Texas, none of them
are actually in the top five for
most employees working in
Texas. The list of biggest
employers in the state may
surprise some.
Coming in at number five is
the University of Texas in
Austin. With 55,000 or so
students in the state capital,
UT employees around 21,000
people. It is the fifth largest
university in the country and
one of the nation’s best research schools. Now if they
could just get their football
program back on track…
Also located in Central Texas, Dell’s campus in the Austin suburb of Roundrock
comes in just under UT with
21,000 employees. About

one-fifth of Dell’s 103,000
employees are located at the
Texas campus.
Number three is also tied to
the UT system. MD Anderson’s Cancer Center is Texas’
third-largest employer with
about 35,000. It is one of the
top cancer research and treatment centers in the world and
ranked #1 for Cancer Car in
the US in 2015 by US News
and World Report.
Ok, so there is one oil and gas
company in the top five.
Shell Deepwater Development comes in at number 2
and 44,000 Texas workers.
As the name indicates this
unit is involved in finding
petroleum resources located
below the ocean floor.
And the biggest employer in
Texas? Another university College Station’s Texas
A&M. It is the largest university in Texas, the forth
largest in the United States
and employees about 50,000
people to service it’s 60,000+

students. Located on 5,200
acres, Texas A&M, like UT,
is a leading research university and receives funding for
ongoing research for NASA,
the National Institutes of
Health, the National Science
Foundation and the Office of
Naval Research.
Further down the list of biggest employers, you’ll find
Sanitors (janitorial services),
Sylvan Learning Centers, the
Texas Department of Transportation, Lockheed Martin,
Dow Chemical, and Dairy
Queen.

Should any
political party
attempt to abolish
social security,
unemployment
insurance, and
eliminate labor
laws and farm
programs, you
would not hear of
that party again in
our political
history - Dwight D.
Eisenhower

Local 351
111 East Coolidge St.
Borger, TX 79007

T H E P RO C E S S N E W S The History of Labor Day
Local 351
111 East Coolidge St.
Borger, TX 79007
806-274-4501
Local 564
2120 N Brazosport Blvd
Richwood, TX 77531
979-480-0003

Every September, we all celebrate the contributions (and
struggles) of workers.
Though many states had celebrated the occasion previously, Labor
Day was officially recognized as
a federal holiday in the US in
1894. The federal recognition
came after the Pullman Railroad
strike earlier that year. Thirty
workers were killed and 57 were
injured after President Grover
Cleveland sent 12,000 federal
troops to break the strike. In an
effort to appease the working
class, Cleveland pushed the Labor Day bill through congress
and signed it just 6 days after the
strike had ended.
While denoting a day to celebrate
workers’ contributions is nice, it
should be noted that the Pullman
Strike did not turn out well. The
government, at the behest of the
railroad companies, was able to
break the strike. The leader of
the strike was sent to prison, the
American Railway Union was
disbanded, and Pullman workers
had to sign pledges to never un-

ionize again.
It was struggles like this that
generated what became the US
Labor Movement. There were
a lot of brutal (often violent)
defeats in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. Without the
sacrifices made by those early
trade unionists, we would not
have won the 1935 National
Labor Relations Act. We would
not have the right to form a union and bargain collectively.
We would not have overtime
pay, sick time, child labor laws
or safety protections.
And that is what we should remember on Labor Day…that the
right to form a union was fought
for by previous generations and
that workers should never give
up the right to stand together in
solidarity to improve our wages,
benefits, and working conditions.

